Sound Bites in front of the Abyss of God’s Wrath

#7- Growing Food for a 70 billion Population
A free available Kosmos energy source is globally concealed in
every university by a Shadow government, but will no longer be
forbidden in God’s Kingdom on Earth. Thus a world-food
production will be grown for a much bigger population. Why do
corrupted governments deliberately suppress the biggest free
source of Electricity and Hydrogen known for hundred years?
The Creator ELOHIM offered the same free energy to fuel His
Angel-world designed to exist forever. By seriously studying
the Torah-Bible, you will discover that the metaphysical science
domain can be expressed in math to define physics stated for the
first time in Babushka concept Eggs. The first page in Genesis
recorded and described an energy path of (∞) infinite light,
which is transferred through space purposed to maintain Life.
Physics will explain how the space energy crystallizes to a
common embedded media = 1) Earth, 2) Air and 3) Water.
They become visible when the Time Dimension is manifested
in a math equation, thus it is recognized as electromagnetic
frequency energy, internally creating atoms-molecules-electrons
using an Aether-neutrino carrier to give birth to matter-elements
and fuel all life forms controlled by mystery divine intelligence.
That sentence is long. Read it again as found only in the TorahBible to widen knowledge horizons. It was purposed according
to God’s Plan for Mankind to better inform us. For some it
could lead to being appointed to royalty - a Saint to sit at the
table with Yeshua, the King of Kings. The rest will have to wait
until the Grand Resurrection to decide Mercy unto Life or
Mercy unto Death the only choice left for Mortals. Pearl # 228
For those inclined to know more, check Babushka Concept Egg
#9 - The Ultimate Renewable Energy Engine, which was sent
to President Obama. He denied it believing university lies and
deceptions but is confirmed by many YouTube videos matching
the Torah-Bible. The MEDIA is silent that the energy research
center CERN is now dead. They still ignore Tesla patents that
can wirelessly extract free electromagnetic electricity energy
embedded in magnetic gravity from surrounding nature.
A new Babushka energy path ended in 17 motor inventions
now confirmed on many YouTube videos. Only morons believe
in an atheist fake evolution religion, thus will never understand
real physics forced to accept an unscientific schoolbook racket.
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But farmers must earn a living, many now use magnetized
water to increase a harvest 30%, perhaps can be linked to
magnetic gravity applied in electric motors for different
applications. All run perpetually on invisible space energy that
Tesla tried to explain it in his 700 patents. Why has every
government kept Tesla’s patent inventions suppressed? They
were silenced by obscene grants from psychopath NYC bankers
to deny seven (7) billion people access to totally free energy.
Instead they have poisoned the global environment with deadly
Coal and Oil benefiting only the cartel, which paid off corrupt
government bureaucrats to silence free energy. But watch
ELOHIM will judge once more worldwide heaped crimes
linked to Wrath of YHWH now dated with forbidden science.
The Torah-Bible reported a Sodom and Gomorrah Judgment
when a society became evil, but if absolute wickedness is
determined will use a bigger event like an asteroid that
destroyed a Noah’s civilization in 2288 BC. It will cause again a
climate change back to being tropical to fuel a bigger population
explosion during God’s Kingdom on Earth.
The new civilization will use the free infinite energy embedded
in nature thus grow exponentially more food. The ground will
no longer be cursed when Evil linked to Satan is terminated
which will obsolete a money system causing wars.
A new society will now be governed by higher divine laws
based on true knowledge instantly available from the source.
Some will have access to the Creator who parked his spaceship
Star of Bethlehem on his property near Jerusalem, a former
threshing floor purchased by a King David 3000 years ago.
Thus, being closer to the New Israel information source a world
food production will increase for a bigger population described
in many Babushka pearls. That is already confirmed by young
people making videos in rebellion to the establishment. They
show forbidden experiments to amplify a ten-year-old
projection of Jonah’s science warnings. Future vegetables will
grow more abundantly when magnetism is added to three
cosmic Medias to maintain Life on earth. New YouTube videos
show some farmers have already natural increased a harvest up
to 200%. When Yeshua-Jesus the Creator is around, he will
gladly answer when asked and always give more, guaranteed.
Water Technology - http://www.rainlikewater.com/
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